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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

If you think freedom of speech has gone down the tubes, you haven’t seen the half of it yet.

September 19, 2023, the U.K. passed a new law to "regulate" (read, censor) online content. The so-

called Online Safety Bill has been described as "one of the most far-reaching attempts by Western

democracy to regulate online speech."

Interestingly, the bill has been in the works for the last Lve years,  again proving that online

censorship is not something that sprang up in response to COVID. Governments have been steadily

moving in this direction for a long time.

As reported by The New York Times,  the bill forces online platforms to "proactively screen for

objectionable material and to judge whether it is illegal, rather than requiring them to act only after

being alerted to illicit content."

Outsourcing Censorship

Of course, we now know that Vagging material for removal is how the U.S. government has illegally

circumvented constitutional free speech rights for the past few years.

September 8, 2023, the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld part of the lower court’s injunction,

banning the White House, surgeon general, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the

FBI from inVuencing social media companies to remove "disinformation."

Unfortunately, the appellate court also reversed, vacated and modiLed other parts of the original

injunction,  leaving the door wide open for certain federal agencies to continue their censorship

activities.

Importantly, o[cials from the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) were

excluded,  even though CISA has played a major, if not central, role in the government’s censorship

of Americans.

CISA partnered with the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP), later renamed the Virality Project,  and

in an Atlantic Council interview, EIP head Alex Stamos openly admitted that the partnership was set

up to outsource censorship that the government could not do due to "lack of legal authorization."

Chances are, other Western countries have been using similar kinds of censorship schemes up to

this point. Now, however, the U.K. and EU have enshrined censorship in law, requiring companies to

do their dirty work.

This is because, of course, someone will have to decide what kind of information is "legal" and

what’s not, and that decision is most likely going to come either from the government, or some

unelected deep state organization like the World Health Organization.

If a similar law makes its way to the U.S., it would effectively constitute an end run around the

Constitution, because the Constitution does not allow the government to outsource freedom of

speech restrictions, which is basically what the Online Safety Bill does.

New Law Assumes Precognitive Abilities

Lorna Woods, a professor of internet law at the University of Essex, who helped draft the law, told

The New York Times:

"At its heart, the bill contains a simple idea: that providers should consider the foreseeable

risks to which their services give rise and seek to mitigate — like many other industries

already do."

One wonders whether she’s talking about the endless warnings companies place on their products,

like "Warning: Coffee may be hot!" or "Do not hold the wrong end of a chainsaw," "Do not operate

while sleeping," or "Do not drive with sunshield in place."  But can anyone truly foresee the risks of

sharing information?

Sure, those who champion the bill highlight the risks of sharing pornography and information that

might promote suicide, self-harm or eating disorders. That kind of information must either be

restricted, using age-veriLcation and other measures, or eliminated.

Few ought to have qualms about that, but we can be sure that that’s not the primary aim of this bill.

Ultimately, it will be used to stiVe or ban information that is inconvenient to those in power.

"Vaccine misinformation," for example, will be barred under the new bill, along with any other

material that may be "harmful to health."

“ The World Health Organization’s pandemic
treaty and the International Health Regulation
(IHR) amendments designate the WHO as the final
arbiter of truth regarding health.”

But who decides what might harm health? Those in power, of course, whether we can identify them

or not. We know, however, that the World Health Organization’s pandemic treaty and the

International Health Regulation (IHR) amendments designate the WHO as the Lnal arbiter of truth

regarding health.

Considering the WHO is owned by its funders, with Bill Gates topping that list, we can be assured

that things like holistic health and accurate dietary information will end up on the chopping block,

as it already has.

Incidentally, many argue that "anti-vaxxers" must be censored lest they proLt from their

misinformation, but recent research  actually found that "Contrary to expectations, websites

promoted in pro-vaccine venues do more to monetize attention than those promoted in anti-vaccine

venues." In other words, pro-vaccine sources are proLting from their information sharing to a far

greater degree than those sharing information that is derogatory.
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Judicial Processes Are Out the Window

We’ve also seen how the bill is already being used to silence speciLc individuals, such as Russell

Brand, who is being accused of sexual improprieties and other abuses by four women he allegedly

accosted between 2006 and 2013. Curiously, these accusations only arose after he started

supporting Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s presidential campaign and warning about the global coup

underway.

In September 2023, Dame Caroline Dinenage, chairwoman of the British Commons' Culture, Media

and Sport Select Committee — whose husband was commander in the British Army’s psy-ops

division  — wrote a letter  to Rumble asking them to demonetize Brand’s channel.

By then, he’d already been demonetized by YouTube, based on the sexual abuse allegations levied

against him.  YouTube reportedly justiLed their action saying Brand had violated its "creator

responsibility policy."

As noted by The Gray Zone,  "This marks the Lrst time a content creator has been Lnancially

punished by the company for reasons other than the videos published on the site." A spokesperson

for YouTube conLrmed that the platform will now "take action" "if a creator’s off-platform behavior

harms our users, employees or ecosystem."

Rumble's chief executive Chris Pavlovski refused to demonetize Brand, stating, "We regard it as

deeply inappropriate and dangerous that the U.K. parliament would attempt to control who is

allowed to speak on our platform or to earn a living."

That refusal may ultimately lead to Rumble being banned in the U.K. under the new law. It’s even

been suggested that Rumble executives may be at risk of being arrested should they visit the U.K.

Brand, for his part, has accused the British government of "bypassing judicial process." Speaking in

a live stream, Brand said:

"You know I've been demonetized on YouTube. You are aware that the government wrote to

social media platforms to demand that I be further censored.

In a sense, the bypassing of judicial process, right to punitive measures, Dnancial ones,

seems like an interesting stance for a government minister to be suggesting to a big tech

platform.

What we appear to be looking at here are a set of collaborating institutions that have an

agenda, and pursue that agenda, even when in pursuing it they have to bypass, obstruct, or

absolutely ignore existing judicial or regulatory bodies by moving straight to punitive

measures."

It doesn’t matter how you feel about Brand, or whether you believe the accusations against him.

The danger inherent in these punitive measures should be self-evident to everyone.

Anyone can falsely accuse you of something and effectively destroy your ability to make a living if

government and/or tech companies have the ability to act as judge and jury. Is that really the kind

of society we want?

Many Companies Will Not Be Able to Comply

It’s quite clear that many companies will not be able to comply with the new law. The Wikimedia

Foundation, for example, which operates Wikipedia, has already said it’ll be unable to do so, and

may be blocked in the U.K. as a result.

This isn’t a great loss, per se, considering Wikipedia is an information warfare tool, but countless

other information brokers will likely Lnd that they are unable to predict the "foreseeable risks" of the

information shared on their platform.

Compliance failures can cost companies up to $22.3 million, or up to 10% of global revenue,

whichever is higher. Company executives can also be held criminally liable if they fail to comply

with investigative efforts and/or fail to comply with rules related to child safety and the sexual

exploitation of children.

Considering the liabilities, those who decide to abide by the new law will likely follow the rule of

"better safe than sorry" and use their censorship powers with an excessively heavy hand.

In the end, what we may be left with is state-sponsored propaganda and videos of puppies and

kittens. Everything else will be too risky to keep on the platform, because who knows what

information might become inconvenient next?

EU Requires Platforms to Police Speech Too

The new U.K. law is not alone in requiring censorship. The European Union’s Digital Services Act

(DSA) also recently took effect, and it too requires online companies to actively police their

platforms. As reported by The Verge:

"Starting on August 25th, 2023, tech giants like Google, Facebook, Amazon, and more must

comply with sweeping legislation that holds online platforms legally accountable for the

content posted to them ...

Under the new rules, online platforms must implement ways to prevent and remove posts

containing illegal goods, services, or content while simultaneously giving users the means

to report this type of content."

On the upside, the DSA also bans targeted advertising and restricts ads targeting children. It also

requires platforms to be more transparent about how their algorithms work, and requires "very

large" platforms — any online company with more than 45 million monthly EU users — to allow

users to opt out of proLling and personalization engines.

This includes Amazon, Apple, Facebook, Google, Instagram, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Shapchat, TikTok,

Twitter, YouTube, Bing and several others.

On the other hand, the law also requires very large platforms to share data with researchers and

authorities, and to cooperate with "crisis response requirements." The Digital Services Coordinator

and the EU Commission will also have the power to "require immediate actions where necessary to

address very serious harms."

Compliance failures can cost a company up to 6% of their global revenue, and repeated refusal to

comply with rules or requests for action can result in suspension of the platform within the EU.

Canada Announces New Rules for Streaming Services

Canada is also upping the ante. September 29, 2023, the Canadian Radio-television and

Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) announced all "online streaming services that offer

podcasts" must now register and conform to regulatory controls. As reported in an o[cial press

release:

"Today, the CRTC is advancing its regulatory plan to modernize Canada’s broadcasting

framework and ensure online streaming services make meaningful contributions to

Canadian and Indigenous content ...

First, the CRTC is setting out which online streaming services need to provide information

about their activities in Canada.

Online streaming services that operate in Canada, offer broadcasting content, and earn $10

million or more in annual revenues will need to complete a registration form by November

28, 2023 ...

Second, the CRTC is setting conditions for online streaming services to operate in Canada.

These conditions take effect today and require certain online streaming services to provide

the CRTC with information related to their content and subscribership.

The decision also requires those services to make content available in a way that is not tied

to a speciDc mobile or Internet service. A third consultation is ongoing. It considers

contributions traditional broadcasters and online streaming services will need to make to

support Canadian and Indigenous content."

Large-Enough Content Providers Must Register as Well

Initially, the CRTC promised that content providers who simply upload their podcasts to available

broadcasting services would not be impacted, but that turned out to be another bait-and-switch.

What’s more, the CRTC conveniently didn’t mention this detail in its press release. For those details,

you have to read through the actual regulatory policy.  As reported by independent journalist

Michael Shellenberger, October 2, 2023:

"For months, representatives of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s government insisted that

their plans to regulate Big Tech social media platforms wouldn’t impact independent news

outlets or podcasters ... But it turns out that the government is, in fact, going to regulate

content providers, not just Big Tech social media platforms.

The government regulator, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications

Commission (CRTC), announced on Friday that it would require registration by independent

content producers, including online news companies and ‘individuals that host podcasts on

their own websites.’

The CRTC says that the law only covers media companies with $10 million or more per year

in revenue and that the information it is demanding is minimal ... But, notes Canadian legal

analyst Michael Geist, ‘The takeaway from the decision is obvious: registration is the Drst

step toward regulation ... In fact, the rationale for the CRTC to include many of the services

is that without such information, it is not well positioned to regulate.’

The Liberal Party plainly misled the public into thinking that platforms would only be

regulated, not content providers. There are many independent media companies with over

$10 million annually in revenue that will be forced to register."

Canada’s Online News Act

Earlier this year, Canada also rolled out its new Online News Act,  which requires "dominant

platforms" to "compensate news businesses when their content is made available on their

services." As a result, Facebook and Instagram ended up eliminating Canadians’ ability to view any

news on its platform, regardless of where the news originates from. As explained by Facebook,

June 1, 2023:

"In order to comply with the Online News Act, we have begun the process of ending news

availability in Canada ... News links and content posted by news publishers and

broadcasters in Canada will no longer be viewable by people in Canada ...

News publishers and broadcasters outside of Canada will continue to be able to post news

links and content, however, that content will not be viewable by people in Canada ... People

in Canada will no longer be able to view or share news content on Facebook and Instagram,

including news articles and audio-visual content posted by news outlets."

Synchronized Censorship Push

What we’re seeing is a synchronized push for more radical censorship, upheld by law, and while it’s

currently focused in the EU, Britain and Canada, we can be sure that it’s coming to the U.S. as well.

It would be here already were it not for our Constitution, which is slowing things down. Still, the

noose is tightening with each passing day, as the U.S. government is working overtime to Lgure out

how to circumvent the highest law of the land.

There are no easy answers to this problem. One basic suggestion, however, would be to withdraw

support from censorship-based platforms like YouTube, and support free speech platforms like

Rumble instead.

Our Days of Deals ends soon, so don't wait — stock up, and save on everything you need for your

health, home, pantry, and pet today.
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Information Compliance — Bill Passed to Demolish Free Speech
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

September 19, 2023, the U.K. passed a new law to censor online content. The Online Safety Bill has been described as “one of the most far-reaching

attempts by Western democracy to regulate online speech”



The bill has been in the works for the last Lve years, again proving that online censorship is not something that sprang up in response to COVID

In addition to stricter regulations on pornography and content that promotes suicide and self-harm, “vaccine misinformation” and any other material

that may be “harmful to health” is also barred under the bill



The European Union’s Digital Services Act (DSA) also recently took effect, and it too requires online companies to actively police their platforms

September 29, 2023, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) also announced all “online streaming services that

offer podcasts” must now register and conform to regulatory controls
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Once again - Global. Once again - dusty old plans pulled down off the shelf ready to paste onto whatever the most convenient current

manufactured the Sky is Falling narrative of the day is available. Once again - the notion just start up a new platform, Google or

YouTube even without active aggressive interference has a snowball's chance in Hell of surviving. Once again - end runs to circumvent

our Constitution's Separation of Powers. Once again - globally take the formula out for a test drive in other countries, see where the

most resistance and bugs are, what needs to be ignored, attacked. The point with Brand is not whether we like him or not, not that he

engaged in horrendous behavior in the past, He admitted it in the past, gone to counseling in the past, and apparently no one cared as

much in the past as they claim they do now, including those who seek Lfteen minutes of fame with all parties using each other for

whatever.

Also, if understood correctly along with Sneaky Pete Censorship with so much moral outcry, much hand wringing from the Social

Platforms yet - They Still Run the Content - but Brand doesn't get the monies from them, but the Tech platforms do. Based on

allegations without the due process of law. Based on past behaviors, off and outside the platform? Judge, Jury and Executioner, attack

the person and their character, take the $$$ through Power & Control by Global Monopoly High Tech working hand and glove with

Global Gov't's, and Global Institutions.

Consider too while the Brand Flag is being raised as the Look at This So You Don't See how RFK, so many, including Doc have already

been heavily censored without the new Bull Spit tighten the screws so full discussions, debates, shared information become totally

invisible as far as the General Public are concerned. We have already witnessed how much has been successfully buried without such

tools for decades, Realize - Yes, it can get worse - if we let it.
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Yes Just, we are facing a global censorship controlled from outside by powerful interests. This censorship is the new law to

censor online content. Precisely in a recent episode of his “System Update” podcast, journalist Glenn Greenwald argued that the

politicized attack on Russell Brand is being used to attack the Rumble platform and freedom of expression. "The online

censorship regime is so crucial to Western power centers that one thing is certain: any individual or company that even thinks

about challenging it will be severely attacked and punished," said journalist Glenn Greenwald in an episode of his podcast.

"System Update". . Greenwald predicted that anything other than the “most lukewarm and obviously safest messages” is

subject to being dragged down by what will obviously be, by design, an overzealous censorship regime that these tech

companies are implementing for fear of being executed. . "They violate these laws and there are highly punitive Lnes." Because

it is expensive and di[cult to set up different compliance structures country by country, Greenwald said companies are more

likely to comply internationally. Greenwald asked: Greenwald said the organizations that evicted Brand were “engaging in

obvious political censorship and capitulation to the demands of sections of the establishment that hate Russell Brand, not

because they believe he did this, but because his political messages are so threatening.” .

Other key independent media Lgures agreed. Investigative journalist Max Blumenthal of The Grayzone told The Hill: “Whatever

the merits of the accusations, it is a judgment by the media that is attacking him because he has become perhaps the most

proliLc critic of the corporate media, as well as of the State of War and Ukraine's proxy war. in the planet..
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"He may be second only to Tucker Carlson, but he is clearly threatening some very powerful interests and that is why he is being

attacked in a coordinated manner." Blumenthal said Brand was “demonetized by YouTube, which is really the ultimate form of

cancelation in our culture because YouTube, which is owned by Google, is essentially the internal vortex of our digital

commons, which is privatized but controlled from outside by vested interests.” powerful. including the Department of Homeland

Security, British intelligence, etc. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/glenn-greenwald-russell-brand-rumb..

 )09/28/2023).------------------- Something positive: HOUSE CUTS WHO FUNDING THROUGH 2024, BUT CRITICS PUSH FOR FULL

WITHDRAWAL TO PROTECT U.S.

SOVEREIGNTY The US House of Representatives last week passed a bill that cuts US funding to the World Health Organization

(WHO) for the 2023-24 Lscal year. The House passed H.R. 4665, the Department of State, Foreign Operations, and Related

Programs Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2024, including the provision that “None of the funds appropriated or otherwise

made available by this Act may be made available available to the World Health Organization. .” The approval of the bill marks a

sharp change after the United States was the main contributor to the WHO in 2022-23, surpassing the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation, and during the last decade it provided the WHO between 200 and 600 million dollars per year

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/united-states-house-cuts-who-fundi..  (08/10/2023).------------- IT'S OFFICIAL: RFK JR.

.RUNNING FOR PRESIDENTS AS INDEPENDENT Robert F. Kennedy Jr., founder and chairman on leave from Children's Health

Defense, made the announcement in Philadelphia, about a week after news Lrst leaked of his impending break with the

Democratic Party. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/robert-f-kennedy-jr-independent-ru..  (10/10/2022)
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Right Gui, a far bigger story, much more involved and attacked than just someone being a thorn in Legacy Media, High Tech, or

Gov't's side. Great links Gui, so on the mark.
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Yes, just a story with broad roots. We are facing the Censorship Industrial Complex. The censorship industrial complex builds

algorithms, not bombers. The actors are social media companies, technology startups, and universities and their institutes. The

enemies to dominate are American citizens whose opinions diverge from government narratives on issues ranging from

responses to COVID-19 to voter fraud and transgenderism. Records and correspondence from an advisory committee to an

obscure government agency tell a different story. The Functional Government Initiative (FGI) has obtained through a public

records request documents from the Cybersecurity Advisory Committee of the US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security

Agency (CISA).

The committee was made up of academics and o[cials from technology companies who worked with government staff in a

much closer relationship than they or the media want to admit. Several members of the advisory committee who appear

throughout the documents as quasi-federal actors are among those who loudly protest that they were private actors in

censoring legal American speech Dr. Starbird wrote in an email: "Unfortunately, current public discourse (partly as a result of

information operations) appears to accept disinformation as 'speech' and within democratic norms..." Therein lies a dilemma to

the censors, as Starbird wrote: "So, do we bend like a pretzel to counter bad faith efforts to undermine CISA's mission? Or do we

put down roots and take over the ground that says this tactic is part of the set of techniques used to undermine democracy?
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The government's massive Censorship Industrial Complex has been exposed as real, the new narrative is that censorship is a

good thing because it promotes the "national interest." This shift came in response to a recent lawsuit in which a federal judge

in Louisiana ordered criminals in Washington, D.C., to stop colluding and conspiring with social media companies to erase

users' First Amendment rights. Social media isn't fun and games, it's a deep state tool to control what you read and say. When it

was Lrst introduced, social media was marketed and sold to the masses as a way to connect and share photos and life events

with friends and family. The truth, however, is that these platforms are used as espionage and surveillance devices that are now

used to advance the interests of the deep state.

“Disinformation” about Covid was also censored, although most of this “misinformation” has since been proven true. We now

know that the masks were a sham, as were the PCR "testing" kits and "vaccines." The whole thing was a psychological

operation, to put it simply, and yet CISA, through its censorship laundering efforts, hid the truth from the American public for as

long as possible. realclearwire.com/articles/2023/08/29/docs_offer_glimpse_inside_censor..  (08/29/2023).--------

americaLrstreport.com/the-defenders-of-censorship-now-admit-everythin..  (06/08/2023)
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The WEF has to be heavily behind this. This non-elected, weazel infested technocratic organization would be proscribed as a terror

group in any sane world, bragging openly as it does about "inLltrating" many of the world's governments. They are more sinister and

dangerous to human beings than any Lctional Bond villain could ever have been.
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I have the video, as do many, of PLzer's Albert Bourla openly stating that he expects the world population to be halved by the

end of 2023. The psychopathic level of invulnerability these people have is incredible. It is labelled as 'fake' by the powers that

be but at least gets seen on Facebook when I post. It's very small Lle if anyone wants to download it:

app.box.com/.../acmcby2q8wl2gru1ihypxuj0oayxp3cs
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I still say that liberals are the most dangerous thing to freedom that there is. And, that is because it is liberals that so easily go

along with the commie's plans, and they drag the freedom loving people down with them.
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Yes!! That's how you roll out this narrative across all countries. Brief video clip is right on topic - - "The banks, media,

corporations are in the WEF Ivor Cummins" - - youtu.be/MZ6jwfnK2XU  - - - - Here's a link to the full interview from about a

month ago: "How the World is Run - Ivor on James Delingpole's Pod!" - - youtu.be/BSfkdv5ZvBQ  - - about 1-1/2 hrs long.
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Stephjask, you do weasels a great disservice by comparing them to the WEF, but your point is well taken. I’ve dealt with most of

the mustelidae family and weasels are very courageous and are noble Lghters against much larger opponents. Actually mink

display more of the characteristics that are often attributed to weasels, same family I know, but mink are far more sneaky.

Weasels are willing to stand up and Lght when confronted, unlike mink. Sorry for the mustelid geek rabbit trail.
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Always remember for every positive there is a negative. I can see some points to this how ever not when it infringes on citizens

freedoms. So sad COMMON SENSE has died. I just love this site. I am a retired nurse [ back in the dinosaur age] I say that as when I

left nursing we die not even have computers, everything was hand written. I must add  the medical Leld is all about money we were

taught the patient comes Lrst & the time you spent with the patent is just as important as the meds. If you look at your billing

statements it tells you you have x amount time to spend with the patient even at the VA. My husband spent 30 yrs active duty I don't

remember them giving him a time frame as to how much time he could spend in the Leld. God bless America. God bless you also Dr.

Mercola.
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Unfortunately, chinook1ptd.net, modern medicine is a for-proLt scam, in other words, making money for the rich by inVicting

death and destruction on the misinformed and misled population. These politicians are just puppets of the corporate globalists

who are clearly making public policy now and calling the shots through these puppet politicians. Pharmaceutical giant PLzer in

2021 gave numerous grants to medical associations, consumer groups and civil rights organizations in order to create the

appearance of widespread support for COVID-19 vaccine mandates, investigative journalist Lee Fang reported. Public health

groups, patient advocacy groups, physician associations, community groups and others, along with the Biden administration,

actively advocated for vaccine mandates as a key.

Among the groups are the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), the National Consumers League, the Immunization

Association, the American Pharmacists Association, the American College of Preventive Medicine, the Academy of Managed

Care Pharmacy, the American Society of Clinical Pathology and the American College of Emergency Physicians.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pLzer-funding-promote-covid-vacci..  (04/26/2023)
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As you know, health personnel who report what they are witnessing are persecuted: the pain and suffering of treatment for

COVID.19. Nurses who witnessed "brutal" hospital COVID-19 treatment protocols kill patients paint a grim picture of what's

happening in state and federal healthcare systems. “They are horrible, and everyone is on the same level,” Staci Kay, a nurse

practitioner with North Carolina Physicians for Freedom who left the hospital system to start her own private early treatment

practice, told The Epoch Times. “They will not consider protocols outside of what the CDC and NIH give them. And no one asks

why.” Hospital staff are ignoring blatantly problematic treatments that performed poorly in clinical trials, such as remdesivir, and

protocols such as keeping the patient isolated, just to comply with the federal canon.

Former critical care nurse Kay found an inpatient protocol designed by Dr. Paul Marik, a founding member of the Front Line

COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance, that claimed to have a 94 percent success rate. However, after Kay presented him to the head

of the pulmonary critical care department, she was Lred.

www.theepochtimes.com/mind-blowing-cognitive-dissonance-nurses-who-lef..

 treatment-protocols_4661799.html?welcomeuser=1
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“Common sense is not a gift. It is a punishment because you have to deal with those that do not have it.” - author unknown
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The wannebe World Rulers (into eternity if they can live their desired trans human lives that long) is not a possibility (not good english,

but who cares in the face of such stupidities). They have, thanks to the kind of education & society we have all colluded in bringing

about, been driven insane, & one needs to ensure they receive some kind of therapy to bring them back to their senses. That type of

madness has always existed, but on a much smaller scale; it has now become so proliLc it endangers ALL life on earth.

Endless wars, regardless of the damage to millions. Pesticides on nearly all foods, regardless of the medical proof that toxins cause

chronic illness. A medical system that seems to seek to KEEP people sick. Mono-culture farming of plants & animals despite the

proven facts that this method of farming destroys soil life, pollutes waters & degrades the nutritive qualities of foods. Politics that

require vast sums of money from unethical monopolies and corporations to keep certain ideologies alive & well to the detriment of the

well being of life on earth, be it the seed oil lobbyists, or those of the chemical, fertiliser, arms manufacturers, oil companies & all

others operating from a 'ProLt at any cost to the environment & life on earth' mentality...which appears to be INSANE, as I've said.

People look at all this and weigh the odds...'Too big to change', 'But it's my job', 'What can I do ? I'm only one little person?', 'Well that's

the way things have always been', It's human nature'. The litany of conditioned, brain washed responses, well entrench by the

education systems designed by those who believe in the status quo...has blinded us to the possibilities for creative changes that could

be made if we opened our eyes & aimed in a desired direction, said a resounding 'NO' to things we know are wrong, stood our ground,

heading in a more creative, co-operative, compassionate direction that would give all life a chance to reach it's full beauty. Amen
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Thank you, hear, hear, well said!
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A great summary of the great evils that are contaminating humanity. “We now live in a nation where doctors destroy health,

lawyers destroy justice, universities destroy knowledge, governments destroy freedom, the press destroys information, religion

destroys morals, and our banks destroy our economy” Chris Hedges Agency actors and their accomplices in the media risk

losing at least their reputation, if the public cares how dishonest they act. Many of those still working would lose their jobs as

well as their livelihoods, and many would lose their freedom in prison. So his motive for continuing the deceptions is simple

self-preservation. The Covid-19 pandemic looks like a large-scale extortion operation gone wrong with a lot to hide.

There are the reckless and symbiotic relationships between the US public health bureaucracy and the pharmaceutical

companies, and tons of money at stake, plus the colossal ego of the hapless Dr. Anthony Fauci who wants to pose as a historic

savior of the world, another Louis Pasteur or Alexander. And then the shockingly foolish act of foisting a dangerous, untested

“vaccine” on the world, and years of lying and covering up its repercussions of injury and death. And then the opaque and

nefarious roles of other actors in history, ranging from the CCP to the WEF and the money empires of Bill Gates and George

Soros in what seems like a genocide.
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And the road goes on forever, to paraphrase the proverb, even more than the destination it's the journey.

www.youtube.com/watch
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The Brand brand is all about Russell Brand, a self appointed notoriety industry that is an irrelevance and a distraction. We are weary of

the attention given to there’s no-such-thing-as-bad-publicity. Who cares what self-obsessed, self confessed sex addict, bandwagon

jumping nonentities get up to in their spare time? They have no place on serious media platforms dedicated to informing the public of

government criminality, corruption and treason. UK readers no doubt spotted a dud and were puzzled as to why a serious platform

such as mercola.com should give them air time. Too late for daft lassies to start making allegations.

How much were they paid? Why did they get involved with an obvious philanderer in the Lrst place? Even if serious minded advocates

of truth are taken in, I would defend Brand’s and anyone’s right to free speech on any topic on any platform. Re Government own goals

and distraction politics: why are our politicians bothering with this nonsense when they should be investigating e.g. BBC corruption

and its paedophile culture funded by compulsory taxation? What makes politicians think they can outlaw free speech? They can make

it legal but they cannot make it lawful. Their attempts to do so tell us everything we need to know about their subservience to an

unelected cabal.

I received a letter from my MP today on o[cial Wastemonster notepaper inviting me to participate in a local dependency fest, listing

all the agencies which can help me be more dependent to survive. Needless to say, I will be returning the compliment by outlining how

to make us all LESS dependent on o[cialdom. Meanwhile some bright spark in academia has devised a wokeness course (controlled

opposition and a money making scheme, no doubt). You couldn’t make it up! Should be a hoot!

dailysceptic.org/2023/10/10/professor-eric-kaufmann-launches-u-k-s-Lr..
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Cabochon - I agree. This Online Safety Bill is a disaster for the UK. As for the BBC they are a despicable bunch of anti truthers.
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Love your 'Wastemonster' label! Spot on!! I did a bit of quick reading on Prof. Eric Kaufman...already the extremists on both

sides have jumped on him...Leftists: 'He's an apologist for racists' Rightists: ' Immigrants are the problem'. Meanwhile everyone

involved in those argument forget that we are ALL human, with vast potential for creating a good life on earth if we are let be;

that cultural differences are interesting as long as they are not rammed down ones throat, that diversity lends interest to

life...Imagine how boring it would be to go to another country and Lnd things are identical to ones own...which has already

happened with fast foods, architecture and clothing in so many western countries.

Those who wish to rule us, desire that we Lght each other, it keeps us unaware of who is actually pulling the strings and causing

all the troubles, but that will soon be at an end as more and more of the dirt surfaces for us all to see and take creative, not

destructive action against the travesties being both inadvertently and purposefully perpetrated.
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A second posting, a recent interview held by Prof. Dr. Reiner Fuellmich: DAVID ICKE: CONNECTING THE DOTS TO SEE THE REAL

DANGERS! - - www.bitchute.com/.../L9mU5tF1qUZG  - - also posted on his ICIC website: video.icic.law/.../videos  - - only 1 hr

long. David refers several times to non-cooperating or pushback, the operative word is NO!
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Cabochon, it's somewhat lamentable that the self involved windbag Brand should receive so much attention as of late, no doubt,

another media inVicted red herring to keep eyes off the dimly lit third ring of the 3-ring circus. Wastemonster take note Guy

Fawkes anniversary just around the bend.
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Taking away information of every kind...sounds a lot like the Dark Ages, doesn't it. That is when the papacy ruled and kept people

ignorant and Llled with fears and superstitions so they could be easily manipulated. That same entity is still ruling the world with the

same devilish tactics now, taking the world back to the time when "it" ruled with no opposition. Both historical and biblical truth. Guess

it is time to horde books! The bible is the book everyone needs to read and study fervently. In it alone, is the whole truth.
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In a world ruled by liars, truth diminishes control over their subjects. Totalitarians maintain power by constantly repeating and

enforcing their lies. pixels.com/.../aye-magine
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The constitution doesn't need to be rewritten... it needs to be reread.
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Yes Almond, above all the constitution must defend the rights of citizens and clearly censorship is the corrupt power of the

government and all the implications of the deep state. Some proposals could help but what we are seeing is that without

fundamental rights are not respected, the constitution is not fulLlled. MADISON SPEECH PROPOSING THE BILL OF RIGHTS

JUNE 8 1789 “But I will candidly acknowledge, that, over and above all these considerations, I do conceive that the constitution

may be amended; that is to say, if all power is subject to abuse, that then it is possible the abuse of the powers of the general

government may be guarded against in a more secure manner than is now done, while no one advantage, arising from the

exercise of that power, shall be damaged or endangered by it.

We have in this way something to gain, and, if we proceed with caution, nothing to lose; and in this case it is necessary to

proceed with caution; for while we feel all these inducements to go into a revisal of the constitution, we must feel for the

constitution itself, and make that revisal a moderate one. I should be unwilling to see a door opened for a re-consideration of

the whole structure of the government, for a re-consideration of the principles and the substance of the powers given; because I

doubt, if such a door was opened, if we should be very likely to stop at that point which would be safe to the government itself:

But I do wish to see a door opened to consider, so far as to incorporate those provisions for the security of rights, against which

I believe no serious objection has been made by any class of our constituents, such as would be likely to meet with the

concurrence of two-thirds of both houses, and the approbation of three-fourths of the state legislatures..

www.let.rug.nl/usa/documents/1786-1800/madison-speech-proposing-the-bi..  .---
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Joined On 11/16/2014 1:22:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How the west scoffed at the Russian outlet PRAVDA, as a propaganda rag How we all laughed at G. Orwell’s 1984 book. It could never

happen. Where are we now???
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health_activist
Joined On 6/17/2010 5:03:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Australian government is pushing through a very similar "Misinformation and Disinformation" bill - the aim being to silence any

view that doesn't Lt the government narrative - including on health related issues. And just in time for the WHO takeover, so we'll have

a much harder time getting to the truth next time they launch a 'plandemic.' In the Australian version of the 'Ministry of Truth' bill, the

government itself is exempt from this censorship. Surprise, surprise! They have been one of the worst purveyors of misinformation

(along with the previous LNP government) on a number of issues, including COVID.  This legislation is undoubtedly part of the

psychopathic globalists' push to bring about their NWO Great Reset!
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup! They are trying their darndest, and it's becoming far too obvious for their own good ;-} There's work to be done and stances

to be openly taken to encourage others.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Control works only if everyone silently falls in line.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just like the face diaper wearers! Yes, you. NO excuses!
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lrg2000
Joined On 4/8/2012 8:08:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need a big response to this all over the world..
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Paguala
Joined On 11/23/2011 8:21:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Am I to understand that we are now o[cially in a North American DICTATORSHIP? Because this is how it always started all around the

world, preventing people to voice their concerns, to expose their ideas, curtailing their civil liberties, coercing, mandating, poisoning,

and eliminating any unwanted human life form on the planet. The past holocausts and genocides apparently did not teach a strong

enough lesson to those planning in repeating the sad history of humanity on this planet. What do those in power want to achieve? To

sing a song while the earth burns, just like Nero did while he set Rome on Lre? Will the annihilation of Mars be repeated on our

godforsaken planet, too? What happened to the civilized "homo sapiens" ?
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM
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I found this recent talk worthwhile and a great of review of Dr. Robert Epstein's study on Google's search manipulations. You guys will

remember Dr. Mercola bringing his work to our attention early on in this mess (plus the overall context, even before convid). I can't

remember whether I found this doing my own research or if this was posted by one of the incredible posters here, if so, props to you.

Dr. Epstein's revelations have only gotten more astounding, and here is something we can actually do about this - we can provide

support to a major study project he is doing. He shares how at the end of the interview.  ~ ~ ~ "Google Wants to Steal the 2024

Election, This is How we Stop Them! | Feat. Dr. Epstein" rumble.com/v3n0rk1-how-google-manipulated-elections.html
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothing is free, not even speech.  As long as we have corporations and their lobbiest collaborating with corrupt politicians like Biden,

this will continue. Campaign donations from big corporations equals bribes and money laundering. It's the new way of running

government in the USA. Like all the Empires before the USA that went down the path of corruption and failed, so will the USA. Will the

"SQUAD" (AOC+Omar+plus the other 8 terrorists sympathizers) be happy to see the USA fail? When we fail, will we have the right to

chop off their heads in public like they do in the Middle East?
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tyranny is always better organized than freedom.  ~  Charles Peguy
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true BFR. I'm glad to see you. This is also tyranny: “The HHS (Health and Human Services) partners with vaccine makers to

develop, approve, recommend, and pass mandates for new products and then share proLts from vaccine sales. HHS employees

can personally collect up to $150,000 annually in royalties for products they work on. For example, key HHS o[cials collect

money on every sale of Merck’s controversial HPV vaccine Gardasil, which also yields tens of millions annually for the agency in

patent royalties.” --Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
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wondergreen11
Joined On 5/3/2023 9:49:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of a sudden everyone is like, wait a minute, who’s rules are they? How long we been listening to these imbeciles?? Fu(k this

bullsh!t!! I’m so tired of the drama queen bloodlines and all they’re gay rules and psychotic violence. They’re idiots! I guess they’re

good at undermining human beings but that’s about it. It will be truly disappointing if they get away with all that has and is going on. I

will never comply. It’s gone way too far. All you royalist control freak chumps can kiss my a$$!! Cheers!
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Diognes
Joined On 11/9/2022 9:09:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The ADL and B'nai B'rith have been trying to pass laws against hate crime and hate speech for decades, see

web.archive.org/web/20080704120912/http://www.adl.org/99hatecrime/prin..  Their Lrst major success was laws against Holocaust

denial in much of Europe, violations result is serious jail time. The ADL now brags about censoring the internet, see

www.bitchute.com/.../m5PZD2iLZPGK , it has nothing to do with COVID. COVID cersorship grew from that base.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are fast approaching thought police territory. All the stuff of dystopian Lction is coming to life in real time and what's truly amazing

is how many people are supportive of this. Having online platforms police speech and determine for everyone else what constitutes

commentary that is objectionable or hateful or whatever else violates one of the most fundamental tenets of democratic republics.

Once it becomes okay to silence one person or one group, then it is a short hop toward silencing more people and more groups. It's the

old saying of, "Lrst, they came for ___" in live action.
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menchfrompwm
Joined On 8/31/2020 10:59:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope they use the “vaccine misinformation” part against government o[cials, social media and legacy media that promote

pharmaceutical products in a most vicious way possible. I think that’s the reason California’s governor Newsom nixed their bill that

was designed to punish promoters of “vaccine misinformation.” But it’s similar to any attempt to suppress free speech, like “obscenity,”

which is, despite their attempts to deLne it objective legal terms, is still largely subjective. For instance, I Lnd pharmaceutical

advertising obscene, not to mention misinformation.
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dws2468
Joined On 10/7/2011 7:13:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Only in America is political campaign money protected as "free speech", but actual free speech is not.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rumble.com/v3o5p35-a-view-from-israel-david-icke-talks-with-israeli-fr..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, I posted the Reiner Fuellmich interview above. These wars were predicted...and more may break out.
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SPREAD THE MESSAGE The Powergrab of the WHO - Philipp Kruse - Pandemic Treaty - Nederlandse Ondertitels

www.youtube.com/watch
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kja247
Joined On 6/3/2023 10:10:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear morons we cannot have a civil society with all opinions being facts. It's just impossible. We no longer live in an age where 'honor'

is a thing. The US system is largely an 'honor' system devised in late 18th century by men who had 'honor' . When your word and your

name meant something
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's not perfect, but something had to be done. Bad people goad people with mental health problems to kill themselves, there are many

families in the UK who this has happened to and their loved ones have needlessly taken their lives. There are many other reasons to

have this in law and there are many reasons not to have the law as well, however legislation was needed at some point. It's a di[cult

thing to do, to regulate the digital world to protect vulnerable people whilst allowing free speech for others and as the old saying goes

"you can keep some of the people happy some of the time, but you cannot keep all the people happy all of the time..." from the

comments on here I know my comment will not be popular but I need to point out there is more than just misinformation on the

internet, there is pure evil out there too.
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LloydG1954
Joined On 4/26/2021 1:23:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So the take-away is Canada, the UK and the EU are now authoritarian countries. Should the US stand by it's core values and disengage

from Nafta and Nato?
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PintoHorse
Joined On 4/6/2023 11:31:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How many of you saw this coming during the heyday, the wild 'n' woolly, days of the Interwebz? I didn't.
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hisgarness
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:06:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disinformation, fact checking, truth analysis is all euphemism for censorship.  All those terms sound laudable, but they are reduced to

who determine what is fact, truth or reality.  There is no escaping prejudice, partisanship or bias.  COVID being the development that

brought this to the fore, as example, demonstrates the uselessness of truth policing.  Our own Government has a perfect 100% failure

record in the COVID "pandemic" management and they censored any information contrary to their failed and destructive narrative.  The

A.G.s of Missouri and Louisiana are modern day heroes.
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joyceejohnson
Joined On 7/23/2018 10:22:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cut to the chase: Better get Trump into o[ce again. He is the only one running with the power to change it. All this has been predicted

for ages. And ages. No surprises.
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loridobson
Joined On 11/14/2016 4:36:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In case you didn’t notice, he was in o[ce in the above mentioned time frame. He didn’t change it then, and if he gets elected he

will be too busy with revenge.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Presidents have very little power to change or control anything. They are nothing more than a Lgurehead, an actor on a stage.

Their most important role is to be a distraction as to what is going on behind the scenes.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BrianAllen is right. I am reading a book right now by David Icke. Why the o[cial story of 9/11 is a lie. My eyes have been

seriously opened. Men I used to admire Bush/Reagan et. al. They were absolute monsters in every way. All members of the

SkullandBones society at Yale and all going to "summer" camp outside of San Francisco. What we believe and accept as the

narrative is all an illusion. It is downright depressing. Don't read it; you might just give up on living. The evil entities hiding

behind politics is totally astounding.
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mercola_reader
Joined On 11/17/2008 2:39:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Powergrab of the WHO - Philipp Kruse - Pandemic Treaty - Nederlandse Ondertitels www.youtube.com/watch
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loridobson
Joined On 11/14/2016 4:36:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“Disinformation” and “misinformation” are labels carelessly thrown about like “woke.”
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the world without God, without Jesus. EVIL MEN WAX WORSE AND WORSE AND ONE CAN ONLY EXPECT THE WORST WHEN

GOD HAS BEEN ABANDONED IN FAVOR OF MEN'S EVIL IDEAS. God has warned us and told us all we need to know in His Holy

Bible.....this book which is the set apart truth, God's words to man. God speaks to us in His word and when we read, study it and

pray/ask for understanding, God gives it to us. This is what man needs Lrst and foremost. God is dealing with this world and someday

it will be restored with all evil gone. Trust God, not men.
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PintoHorse
Joined On 4/6/2023 11:31:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was God and Jesus aplenty when Christians were persecuting pagans. These are horrible stories. Yes, it went both ways,

but my point is that even when there was God and Jesus in the world, there was endless cruelty and shedding of blood. Same as

today. Nothing has changed in man's character to any great extent. See Revelation 21.  However, I ask: how much of this is our

enemies' plan for us, and how much is true revelation? The part about a new heaven and a new earth I can easily accept. The

rest, I'm not so sure.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup. You have to believe that there is a God when your eyes have been opened . . .
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One world religion>>  gregreese.substack.com/p/three-world-wars-to-usher-in-a-one?utm_source..
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Men hate the holy God who is the way, the truth and the life; the one in whom there is no darkness nor shadow of turning...looking for

wiggle room & justiLcation for sin: then wonder when he gives them over to their idol & its consequences. All of this was warned

against in the preserved word of God, & foretold. What was it they used to say? You can't please some people if you'd hang them with a

new rope. Judgment is hard, but real. And men choose it counter to every warning & provision of God, for he is longsuffering, not

willing that any should perish; and his mercy endureth forever. But he won't force men to choose truth, right & life....nor is he snowed

when men & builders play dialectic games & scapegoating, creating crisis, circumventing true justice, to get what they plotted for

against his way & the people in the Lrst place.

Whited sepulchers and nicolaitans with their deceitful, corrupt games putting on a show of innocence & righteousness, not a shred of

humility or repentance in sight. When the kingdom of heaven comes in truth, all of that will be taken care of at Armageddon. In the

meantime, wars and rumours of war, earthquakes, famine & pestilence, evil men and seducers waxing worse and worse blameshifting

& speaking great swelling words of pride: vanity & idolatry.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We were given free will...let us use it to heal ourselves Lrstly, and secondly to heal the world, without coercion, but with love and

compassion as advised by Jesus, not by dogmatists.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

* * * SHOCKING CENSORSHIP . * * *. I get shut up by .....myself. ha .. ha ... ha. Today is exactly 10 years that I became a member here.

Then already many members were old, so those who were between 60 and 70 years old then, are now between 70 and 80 years, some

have passed 90 years, so they must have done something good for their health. But some died too young, like Stanley Beckers. Some

went away, left the comments in disappointment of reactions, like Mirandola and the amazing researcher Datadragon. I know because

they told me so. Now it's time for me to go also. Because the older I get, the more precious time is to me. Also I noticed that my

postings were often too di[cult for many of the dr M. fans, and also with typ errors and grammar mistakes, so they will not miss my

comments anyway. . All right. Take care everybody and stay healthy.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Enjoy your selfmade free time fellow human! Blessings to you.
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hov8917
Joined On 3/17/2015 3:13:11 PM
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I always liked your comments Pete. Best of luck to you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 6:18:23 AM
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I love to read your excellent comments here. You are easy to understand, even when the content is above my head. I have used

many of your links and I am sorry that you decided to leave. More the sadness for us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 6:25:51 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, establishing dialogue with you is a huge satisfaction for me. I'm sure many people have read your excellent comments. My

wish is that you continue and if you decide not to publish I wish you health and enjoyment of life. My gratitude is with you

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 6:58:37 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Always valued your comments. Enjoy your precious redirected time.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 6:59:06 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, 10 years and out, that's a good retirement plan ! Much like with Stan Becker and Datadragon, your substantive

contributions will be missed. Postings that sometimes require thought may be "di[cult" for some. Everything has a beginning,

middle and end. Just yesterday I remarked to a friend how I've become ever more keenly aware that time waits for no one. Good

health and happy trails to you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 8:28:33 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You too Pete! You always included good comments and links, who the heck cares about English grammar? Take good care as

chaos is being predicted to last for some time yet. 2024 may be a pivotal year, leading into the recently rushed 2025 plan, the

Cabal having pushed their deadline forward from 2030 to 2025. ~ ~ ~ ! Because you were following Dr Berg, here's a recent link

on Bitchute: Dr Eric Berg talks about natural painkillers - - Dr Eric Berg talks about natural painkillers =

www.bitchute.com/.../HuJSezxFNiua  - - haven't Lgured out if this is a new one or older presentations being reposted. Not

seeing a new channel for him...not yet anyway.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 8:46:20 AM
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WillieBe
Joined On 8/23/2021 11:23:02 PM
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Wishing you nothing but the best. Thank you for your opinions!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 8:56:17 AM
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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Sorry to see you go Pete - appreciated your insight and understanding.  A tribute “The Dash” ~ a Poem by Linda Ellis

https://www.ngcf.org/the-dash/    Enjoy your "Dash."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 9:26:07 AM
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Happy days to you Pete, take care...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 10:26:21 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So long Pete. Thanks for the help with the pain in my left big toe. Enjoy life each day especially all of the little things.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2023 10:37:25 AM
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